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ABSTRACT OF- TI-IE DISCLOSURE 

This application discloses ̀ a vsystem of building block 
construction which uses as a main component ay standard 
rectangular modular block made of one or two basically 
cubular Sections which are modular in all three dimen 
?sions_.,.EaCh Section has Åa tapered 'hollow truncated pyra 
mid shaped holeof square transversecross section. Each 
cubical section has a lower,`,_square tapered protruding 
hole extension that has a smooth unchanging continuation 
of'vsaid ?rst named hole and has a square outer frusto 
pyrar'nidal surface' that ?ts tightly both horizontally and 
vert'ically into the top vof the hole of a similar lower?and 
adjacent cubical section. The blocks 'of this invention can 
be assembled to form walls, partitions, ?oors and/ or roofs 
of bnildings. Such blocks may surround windows and/ or 
doors and may be` pre-str'essed and pulled together by 
tension members. The blocks may also have ?exible' re 
movable bands or seals to permit walls, etc., to be assem 
bled without mortar. Such walls may also be disassembled 
and reassembled, _if desired. 

" This application is a continuation-in-part of my co 
pending application, Ser. No. 317,474, ?led Oct. 21, 1963, 
'and now abandoned, for System of Building Block Con 
struction. I ` ` i ~ 

"- VA system of building block construction, according to 
my invention, includes many novel features for simplica 
,tion of wall or building construction to provide an easy 
method of fabricating walls or building that will have 
the characteristics of pre-stressed building elements and 
yet be capable of assembly and disassembly without mor 
tar or other adhesive compounds. The system consists of 
a'standard rectangular modular block which is -made up 
of ~ two basically cubular sections. Extending vertically 
through each section is a tapered hollow hole in- the form 
ofV an inverted truncatedlp'yramid. This basic block. and 
the half block, which make up the basic system together 
with locking plates and cables to create a pre-stressed'ef 
fect in the laid-upÍwalls' or roof, comprise themajor con 
struction 'elements of the system. 'It is to be noted'that a 
speci?c advantage of myv system of construction involves 
the use of a post stressing system that can be installed 
after the walls have been laid up.v As described in 'detail 
later herein, the lock plates of the dropv through cable and 
plate assemblies automatically align in the hole of the bot 
tom most block through which they are dropped and 
when the cable is' pulled tight, provide a ?rm uniform 
base for providing even tension in the blocks which are 
locked between the top and lower plates. Included with 
the blocks in the system are modular pre-formed window 
and door surrounds which drop into openings left in the 
wall erection as the walls vare laid up 'to provide the con 
ventional window and door openings required in present 
day housing con?gurations. Because of the modular con 
struction of the blocks, which are modular in all three 
directions when assembled, beams may be provided that 
will ?t into the general construction and provide a con 
tinuous ?at exterior surface, by setting the rectangular 
blocks on end and installing stress-providing elements as 
'in standard wall construction. › 
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Sealing is provided by a simple snap-in continuous band 

similar to a rubber band. The bands snap into shallow 
grooves provided nearthe outer face of the individual 
blocks. The use of ?exible, removable bands as sealing 
elements provides for a completely demountable and re 
usable structure. The blocks are not defaced with motor 
or other masticthat must be removed prior to re-use. 
Two short tapered hollow truncated pyramidal sections 
extending from the lower face of the block ?t snugly in 
the hollow truncated pyramidal Sections in the top faces' 
of adjoining lower blocks to lock the wall together as the 
blocks are laid up. As the blocks are formed with sides 
of the pyramid sections parallel to the oorresponding faces 
of` the block, the blocks are self-aligning and automatically 
form a straight true wall as laid up. 

' It is to be noted that all blocks are exact multiples of 
squares and that an exact right angle is formed when wall 
corners are laid up. This is particularly important in that 
it provides a completed structure with square, true and 
perpendicualr wall sections and matching interlocking and 
partition walls. It is also to be noted that by having square 
tapered protruding sections on the lower face of the blocks 
and square tapered receiving Sections on the upper face 
of the blocks the Stress producing elements described later 
herein force the blocks into close adjustment in both hori 
zontal and Vertical directions through the slope of the 

› interlocking surfaces and exert pressure to provide a posi 
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tive seal through compression of the ?exible snap-in seal 
that ?ts in the groove towards the outer face of each indi 
vidual block. The window and door Sections, described 
later herein, are modular increments of the blocks and 
thus ?t exactly into openings provided by omitting blocks' 
from the walls as the walls are laid up land will also be 
sealed into the wall by the ?exible bands which surround 
each block. In view of the fact that wall and roof elements 
can be fabricated from the same blocks in the same gen 
eral manner, it is easily seen that all sections could be laid 
up vertically and lifted, through a simple jacking mech 
anism or by hand, to lay on the tops of walls erected by 
the method described later herein. A special roof connect 
ing section block, described later herein, may be used to 
connect sections to provide a larger roof area. Roof beam 
Sections described within this speci?cation provide means 
for extending the roof span over broader areas. Alternate 
roof section blocks with additional inner elements for pro 
viding methods of installing additional cables for further 
stressing of the roof blocks are also described later herein. 
A _method is provided for attaching the roof to the 

wall Sections by the use of hollow internal threaded tie 
down bolts which eXtend through holes made in the roof 
blocks directly over the upper endsof the prestressing 
elements and the Vertical walls. i 

Alternate means are provided for attachment of the 
lower section of the wall, which retains the lower ele 
ment of the stressing assembly to the foundation for 
the building or wall. A preferred method is by the use 
,of a formed or extruded footer described later herein 
which can be cast into the concrete foundation or staked 
into the ground. These footer sections when screwed or 
bolted together can provide the base for the building or 
wall and if bolted down rather than actually cast into 
the concrete, can make possible a construction of a com 
pletely portable building that can be mounted or dis 
mounted in a very. short period of time by the engage 
ment of bolts and nuts or other stress producing ele 
ments. 
To summarize, some of the objects of this invention 

are to provide an easy erectable and dismountable wall or 
building that will contain the elements of prestressed 
panels or beams, a wall or building that is weather proof 
without use of mortar or other adhesive means, and may 
thus be taken apart and re-erected without removal of 
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mortar or other sealer from individual blocks, a wall 
or building that is self-aligning and modular in all three 
directions, a wall or building that has excellent qualities 
for insulation due to the sealed hollow air-enclosed sec 
tions in the walls, a wall or building that has vertical 
openings from top to bottom of the walls and horizontally 
across the ?oor or roof Sections for use in ducting elec 
trical Wire, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, etc. 
By the use of various color decorative blocks, artistic 

effects can be easily created or changed by planning ar 
rangement as the blocks are laid up. The walls can be 
taken down and blocks rearranged for different designs 
if this is desirable. Walls can be laid up (stacked) in com 
pact areas with no-waste space for easily transportability 
if required to ?t in a truck, aircraft, boxcar or other 
transportation vehicle. 
Another object of the ínvention as described later here 

in is to provide a simple method or methods of block 
fabrication which reduce weight and cost over other 
methods of construction. A further object of the ínvention 
is to provide simple window and door surrounds which 
will be artistic in nature and ?t within the modular open 
ings provided within wall construction and are sealed 
therein by the seal Sections surrounding adjacent blocks. 

These and other objects of the system will become _ap 
parent as the description proceeds with reference to the 
accompanying drawings in which: 
FIGURE I is a perspective view of a standard block ac 

cording to this ínvention. 
FIGURE Ia is a perspective view of an alternate stand 

ard block which has an interior ribbed section in the 
outer wall Sections of the block. 
FIGURE II is a Vertical view half in cross Section and 

half in elevation of a standard block of FIGURE I ac 
cording to this ínvention. . 
FIGURE IIa is a horizontal cross section of FIG 

URE Ia along plane A--A, and showing the internal ribs 
in the outer Wall sections. . 
FIGURE IIb is an enlarged view of a portion of FIG 

URE II. . 

FIGURE III is a perspective view of a half block. 
FIGURE IV is a perspective view of a typical laid 

up wall section including stress elements. 
FIGURE V is an exploded perspective view showing a 

section of wall and roof. , 
FIGURE VI is a perspective view of standard block 

showing the Seal groove. 
FIGURE VIa is a cross section view of part of FIG 

URE VI showing the Seal in the groove. 
FIGURE VII is a half section, half elevation view of a 

laid-up Wall showing the anchor plate and footer section. 
FIGURE VIII is an end view of a block supported 

on an anchor plate and footer. 
FIGURE IX is an alternate type of footer construc 

tion using a poured concrete footer. 
FIGURE IXa is an end view of a portion of FIGURE 

IX. 
FIGURE X is a cross section view of another alter 

nate footer section using special footer blocks. 
FIGURE XI is a side view of a roof erectíng jack 

and roof installation details. 
FIGURES XII, XIIa, XIIb, XIIc, XIId, XIIe, and 

XIIƒ, are a group of details showing alternate roof con 
Struction means. 
FIGURES XHg and XIIh are perspective exploded 

view drawings showing details of the roof connector block 
with adjoining roof blocks and roof connector, which is 
shown in more detail in perspective cut-away drawing, 
FIGURE XIIh. 
FIGURES XIII and XIIIa are perspective drawings 

showing roof beam construction details. 
FIGURE XIV is a group of drawings showing ex 

truded window and door surround details. 
FIGURE XV shows a plan and end view of a typical 

window sash. 
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4 
FIGURE XVI shows details of the door surrounds. 
FIGURES XVII and XVIIa show bottom and end 

views of the footer. 
FIGURE XVIII shows a typical completed structure. 
The standard blocks of this ínvention required for 

the construction system are depicted in FIGURES I, 
II and III. FIGURE I shows the basic standard block A 
which is rectangular in Shape and modular in form in that 
it consists basically of two united cubular half blocks 
B as shown in FIGURE III. 
As the basic elements that make up the system, when 

the walls are laid up, are cubes or multiples of cubes, 
the completed structure will be modular in all three di 
rections. Hollow truncated pyramid or frusto-pyramidal 
Sections or openings 1 extend vertically through the 
blocks A and B from the upper face through the lower 
square protruding section or extension 2. The outside 
of the lower square tapered protruding extensions 2 are 
of Such a Size that they will ?t within the hollow open 
ings 1 of standard block A FIGURE I or half block B 
of'FIGURE III and form a tight ?t both horizontally 
and vertically, when forced down by the stressing ele 
ments described later herein. 

Groove 3 extends completely around the outer face 
of blocks A and B of FIGURES I, Ia and III and re 
ceives and retains a ?exible seal shown in more detail in 
FIGURE VIa. As the openings land extensions 2 are 
tapered with square transverse cross Sections, it will be 
seen that the blocks may be placed in such a manner as 
totbe either parallel to or at right angles to other blocks 
in the system. 
The preferred construction details of a typical block 

are depicted in FIGURE II. Hollow Shell 4 extends com 
pletelyv around the outside of the block and also forms the 
inside. portion 4' of the hollow truncated pyramid open 
ing 1. The blocks may be formed upside down with re 
spect to the position shown in FIGURE II. Cap 5 may 
be a cap Shell placed on the top of the Shell 4 and sealed 
in place after foaming cement or foaming plastic 6 is 
poured or injected into the space provided within the 
inverted shell 4. Vent holes 7 are provided to let the 
volatile elements of foaming action escape. 
As an alternate method of construction a series of ver 

tical ribs 80 FIGURE Ia may be provided, in lieu of 
foaming plastic, in the outer wall Sections to provide 
structural integrity to the blocks. Injection molding or 
other means may be used to provide blocks to this con 
?guration. As another alternate mehod of constructiton, 
foaming elements may be injected through vent holes 7, 
after cap 5 is sealed to Shell 4, 4'. As a further alternate 
method of fabrication, a solid lightweight plastic or foam 
block might be fabricated without the use of the shell 
construction. 
The general construction system is depicted in perspec 

tive views, FIGURES IV and V which show parts of the 
laid-up wall and roof including a pre-cast window sur 
round 9 in place. The corner views C and D of the walls 
show the arrangement of the blocks for corner con 
struction. As can be Seen from FIGURES IV and V, the 
standard blocks are laid up in alternate courses so that, 
for example, the block A on top of the next lower row 
will lock the two lower blocks A' and A' together as the 
tapered extensions 2 of block A, as shown in FIGURE 
I, ?t snugly within the top openings 1 of the lower blocks 
A' and A'. 
The tapered Sections when forced together by pressure 

w when the cable and plate assemblies described later here 
in are tightened will exert pressure in both Vertical and 
horizontal directions and through the use of the compres 
sive seals around each block, Seal the entire wall includ 
ing the window and door surrounds. A half block 8 is 
used where required to provide a Straight Vertical portion 
for insetion of pre-cast window or door surrounds 9 
which are described later herein. The stressing elements 
of the construction system consist of an anchor plate 10 
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which is attached by cable 11 through cable clamp 12 
to upper cable clamps 13 which attaches upper attaching 
bolt 14 which extends through hole 15' in tapered upper 
lock plate 15. Lock plate nut 16 may be screwed onto 
attaching bolt 14 and pulls anchor plate 10 into tight 
contact with the bottom of the wall or wall footer de 
scribed later herein and also forces tapered upper lock 
plate 15 downward into tapered opening 1. As many of 
these anchoring ,devices as required may be used to tie 
the wall together to give the desired structural integrity 
of the ?níshed wall section. The roof section 17, FIGURE 
V, may be constructed substantially in the same manner 
as the side walls E and F for limited span Operations and 
may be bolted to the side walls E and F with several 
internal threaded tie-down bolts 18 which screw over 
upper attaching bolts 14 and hold roof section 17 ?rmly 
`on the side walls E and F. It will thus be seen that a short 
span roofed building can be constructed using only the 
Stress producing assembly 10-16, the standard block A 
described in connection with FIGURE I, and 'the half 
block B depicted in FIGURE III. Window and door sur 
rounds described later herein would normally be in 
cluded in the construction of a simple structure. 
FIGURE VI is a perspective view of a standard block 

A to show the detailed construction of the sealing ele 
ments of the block. Groove 19 which may be the same 
as groove 3 of FIGURE I extends completely around the 
block in a plane-parallel to the outer face 20 and in 
close proximity to such outer face. Inserted in groove 
19 as depicted in FIGURE VIa is ?exible seal 21 which 
normally extends _a short distance above the top of the 
.groove 19 and is compressed into the groove 19 when 
the blocks are forced together in both directions through 
-the Stress producing action of the wall locking system, 
'as previously described herein. › 
A preferred and optional system of typical footer in 

stallations is shown in FIGURES VII, VIII, IX, IXa, X, 
XVII and XVIIa. FIGURE VII shows a side view and 
;partial cross section' view of -a footer section" 22 with 
anchor plate 10 and'cable 11 and a row of blocks A in 
stalled. An end view of the footer section and the re 
mainder of lFIGURE VII is shown in .FIGURE VHI. 
VThe form footer section 22 may be fabricated of extruded 
valuminum, extruded plastic or other suitable material. It 
.is shaped in such a manner that the protruding sections 
›2 of the bottom extension 2 of the blocks A (or B) ?t 
within recessed part 23, FIGURES XVII and XVIIa, 
vwhile the bottom edges 24a of the blocks A (or B) rest 
on the upper faces 24 of footer section 22. The bottom 
edges'or extensions 25 of footer section 22 are Vformed 
vat right angles to the vertical walls 22A of the footer 
.22. Holes 63, FIGURE XVII are provided in the right 
-angle vsections 25 through which pins or stakes 25A may 
be driven to anchor the footer to the ground or founda 
›tion on which, the wall is constructed. 'Square holes 26, 
FIGURES VII, VIII and XVII are provided in footer 22 
in such locations that they will match the holes in the 
square protruding extensions' 2 of the blocks A_or B. It 
will thus be seen that the anchor plate 10 of the standard 
-anchor plate assembly may be dropped down through the 
holes 1 in the blocks A or B from above after the walls 
are 'laid up, and on down'through the footer 22 and then 
'pulled' up and-locked through the upper lock plate 15 to 
tie the footer and the wall section together and provide 
a structure with the characteristics of a composite pre 

stressed unit. Å Another method of footer'installation is depicted in 
FIGURES IX and IXa in which bolts 64`are precast in 
-the concrete footer H which has a? grooved portion J to 
accommodate the lower square protruding extensions 2 of 
the blocks A or B. In this method, a ?rst or second row 
.of individual blocks A or B as required, are bolted down 
to' the footer H through the use of tapered upper lock 
`plates 15 which are pulled down by nuts 15a in holes 1 
; of blocks A or B. The block and anchor plate 10, cable 
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11, and locking plate 15 arrangement, as previously'de 
scribed herein in connection with FIGURE lX may then 
be inserted through the aligned hole 1' in the upper joined 
block 65 to provide a positive tie between the footer H 
and the rest of the structure. 
A third method is shown in FIGURE X in which spe 

cial footer blocks A" are provided with a square hollow 
section 27 within which the anchor plates 10 may be 
lowered by cables 11 and pulled up to lock upper rows 
of blocks A or B. These footer blocks A" may then be 
cast directly in the concrete footer 28 and will provide a 
positive lock between the footer 28 and any upper part 
of the wall and roof Sections. ' 
A simple method of erecting the roof and placing it 

on top of the wall Sections is depicted in FIGURE XI. 
Wall section 29, Wall corner 30, and wall face 31 are 
shown laid up. It is assumed in this instance, that the 
other wall sections for a rectangular structure are already 
in place. Adjustable rack 32 may be made up from stand 
ard structural angles in a generally rectangular shape to 
carry a wall or roof section 33 which is laid up as a wall 
section within the framework of the angles. A bracing 
angular framework 34 is laid up against the face 31 of 
the laid-up wall. The upper ends of the adjustable frame 
works 34 are attached by pivots 35 at either end of the 
laid-up wall to adjustable rack 32. Rollers 36 are provided 
in rack 32 to make rolling of the roof section easy after 
it is forced up into horizontal position by ratchet and 
rack, pipe jack 37. Cable 38 is attached from the upper 
end of framework 34 to the opposite side of the building 
or completely around the building to the opposite side 
of the building or completely around the building to the 
opposite end of framework 34 to hold framework 34 
tightly against the wall. It will thus be seen that by oper 
ating crank 39 which actuates ratchet and rack, pipe jack 
37, it is possible to position the pre-stressed roof section 
33 up to a horizontal position at the level of the top of 
the wall in order that it may be easily pushed onto the 
top of the wall and in place to provide the necessary 
roof section. Rollers 40 are provided as required to -make 
rolling the roof along the wall to the desired position 
an easy matter. Internal threaded tie-down bolt 18 also 
shown in FIGURE V is then inserted through the hole 
18A, FIGURE V, drilled or formed in a roof block and 
attached to anchoring bolt 14 to ?x roof permanently in 
place. ' _ 

Alternate types o-f roof construction blocks and roof 
attaching blocks 69 are shown in FIGURES XII, XIIa, 
b, c, d, g and h. The cross section lines of FIGURES 
XII, XIIa, XIIc and XIId are shown on FIGUREtXIIg. 
In other words, FIGURE XII, which is a side view of 
one alternate roof block, and FIGURE XIIa which is a 
plan view half horizontal cross section of the same roof 
block depict a modi?ed standard block with eight in 
_Vcluded corner inserts 41 cast in place within the hollow 
openings 1 of the block. Holes 42 are provided within 
these corner inserts 41 through which-cable and threaded 
bolts 43 may be inserted as the blocks. are laid together 
in roof sections. Threaded ends 43 may be swagedto the 
cable 43' in such a manner that the swaged portions Will 
?t through the holes 42 in the block. Pressure may then 
be exerted by nuts 70 on the threaded swaged ends 43 in 
such a manner that the effects of pre-stressed construction 
will be produced. By using multiple cables (7 to` 8-if lref 
quired) through each block, additional stressing and sup 
port may be provided to extendthe span of theroof 
section to cover all reasonable requirements for normal 
housing fabrication. ' i 

Open area roof section connector blocks 71a2re depicted 
`in FIGURES X110, d and g, as the blocks 69 ~and71 are 
.laid up when tying the roof sections together. It is seen 
that the lower side of the block 71 also has an opening 
44 in which a hand may be inserted to attach the roof 
section connector 72 depicted in FIGURE XIIe. This 
-connector 72 may consist of a cable 45 and 'plate end 
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?ttings 46 that will ?t over the roof stressing cable ends 
43 within the connector blocks 71 shown in FIGURES 
XlIc, XXId and h, and provide a method of locking roof 
Sections together in a simple manner. A U shaped metal 
strap 73, FIGURE XIIƒ with holes 74 in the ends 75 may 
be used in lieu of the cable and plate attachment depicted 
in FIGURE XIIe. 
FIGURE XIII depicts a beam construction block in 

place in a wall section 47 and roof section 48. Exploded 
view FIGURE XIIIa shows the beam and roof blocks as 
they would lay up in construction system. Cable locking 
assemblies 49 extend through the blocks as in previously 
described conditions. The upper locking plate 15 in this 
instance has four holes in lieu of the one in the wall 
locking block. Angle brackets 50 are mounted to the 
sides of the beam blocks with bolts that extend through 
the block to attach plates on either or both sides. The 
standard roof blocks then lay on these angle carriers and 
are attached thereto by bolts or screws. When beam sec 
tions are used in exterior construction, a ?exible sealing 
element 51 will be required between the beam and the 
standard roof blocks. 
Window and door surrounds are depícted in FIGURE 

XIV. Sill 52 is shown in cross section and has a standard 
window sill con?guration on the top face. The bottom 
section is grooved at 53 to allow entrance of standard 
wall blocks A of FIGURE I. In this manner, the sill 
section will ?t down over the standard wall block, and 
outer face, 54 and inner face 55 will provide coverage 
for the joint. Header and side window sections 56 have 
the same cross sectional con?guration and provide a 
grooved area for the entrance of either the bottom ex 
truded portion 2 of the block A above the header, or the 
?at surfaces 57 of the standard wall blocks adjacent to 
the sides of the window. Grooves 58 are provided in both 
the header and side window Sections 56 for the entrance 
of sashes 59, FIGURE XV, which are centered by means 
of flat springs 60 attached to either side of the window 
sash. Weather stripping 61 is also provided for the sec 
tions that ride in the grooves. 
Door surrounds as shown in FIGURE XVI follow es 

sentially the same exterior con?gurations as the window 
surrounds. The interior portion of the side and header 
surrounds 64 are formed for standard inner and outer 
door installation. Section 66 is a cross section of the door 
footer. It is contemplated that the surrounds of both doors 
and windows, would be either formed in one section or 
cemented and sealed together at the corners. The units 
could be inserted at this point or built in as the wall blocks 
are laid up, and a ?nished structure results. A typical com 
pleted structure is shown in FIGURE XVIII. It is to be 
noted that various shapes could be provided in the roof 
structure by the addition of more blocks 62 as shown over 
the front door in the completed building. 
A modular, cube shaped, basic building block B, FIG 

URE III, is thus provided. It has six equal square boundary 
means or outer main walls 80-85, inclusive, at right angles 
to each other. The block B has a square cross sectioned, 
truncated, frusto-pyramidal passageway means 86 ex 
tending from, and having a larger opening means 87, at 
boundary means 81 of said square passageway means. 
Such passageway means 86 extends to and has a smaller 
opening means 88, similar to opening means 88A, FIG 
URE II, at the opposite boundary means 84. Such passage 
way means 86 has a central axis 89 perpendicular to and 
passing through the centers of said boundary means 81 
and 84. 

Said block B, FIGURE III has a square, tapered pro 
truding extension means 90 on said boundary means 84 
with a square cross sectioned, truncated, frusto- pyramidal 
passageway means, similar to passageway 91A of FIG 
URE II which is a continuation of and aligned with the 
passageway means 86, similar to passageway means 86A 
and 91A of FIGURE II, at the smaller opening means 
corresponding to smaller opening means 88A. Said pro 
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8 
truding extension means has outer walls 5', similar to 
walls 5 of FIGURE II, which form a square, truncated, 
frusto-pyramidal construction which ?ts snugly and tightly 
in the larger opening means 87 of the boundary means 81 
of an aligned similar block, similar to block B, FIGURE 
HI. 
Such block B, FIGURE III is modular in all three di 

mensions. 
The rectangular, modular basic building 'blocks A of 

FIGURES I, II and/or Ia, IIa are each made substan 
tially to correspond to two modular basic building blocks 
B of FIGURE III which two blocks B are íntegrally and 
equally joined together at one each of their square bound 
ary means 80-85, in the manner shown and previously 
described in connection with such FIGURES I, II, Ia 
and IIa. 
Such basic blocks B may be considered as joined along 

the junction lines 92 of such FIGURES I and II and junc 
tion lines 93 of FIGURES Ia and IIa to form the basic 
'building blocks A of such FIGURES I, II, Iœ and Ila. 
Such basic blocks A are modular in all three dimensions. 

Because the blocks A and B of FIGURES I, II, Ia, IIa 
and III are modular in all three dimensions, it is possible 
to build Vertical and horizontal walls, ?oors, partitions, 
roofs, etc. with right angle interlocking relationship, as 
has been herein disclosed. 
Each of said basic blocks A has two of said frusto 

pyramidal passageway means 1, and two extension 
means 5. 

It is obvious from the foregoing description that a struc 
ture comprised of the simple units and blocks shown and 
described herein would be easily erected or dísassembled 
to provide the special mobility required for present day 
needs. It is also obvious that this type of construction 
could be used for retaining walls, small portable dog 
houses that could be used inside or out, small recreation 
units, full size cabanas, etc. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A modular, cube shaped, basic building block having 

six equal square boundary means at right angles to each 
other with a square cross sectioned, truncated, frusto 
pyramidal passageway means extending from and having 
a larger opening means at a ?rst one of said square bound 
ary means, said passageway means extending to and hav 
ing a smller opening means at an opposite and second 
boundary means and with the central axis of said passage 
way means being perpendicular to and passing through 
the centers of said ?rst and second boundary means, said 
block having a square, tapered protruding extension means 
on said second boundary means with a square cross sec 
tioned, truncated, frusto-pyramidal passageway means 
which is a continuation of and aligned with said ?rst 
named truncated passageway means at said smaller open 
ing, said protruding extension means having outer walls 
which form a square, truncated, frusto-pyramidal con 
struction which ?ts snugly and tightly in the frusto-pyram 
idal larger opening means of the ?rst boundary means 
of an aligned similar block, and in which ?ve of said 
boundary means are formed by a main hollow shell con 
struction which also forms said frusto-pyramidal passage 
way means, said shell construction containing reinforcing 
material and the second boundary means is formed by a 
cap shell with said cap shell also forming said protruding 
extension means, said cap shell being secured to the edges 
of said boundary means and said frusto-pyramidal passage 
way means. 

2. A'block according to claim 1 in which said rein-` 
forcing material is foamed material. 

3. A block according to claim 1 in which said rein 
forcing material includes reinforcing ribs. 

4. A rectangular modular basic building block having 
six rectangular boundary means and made of two modular, 
cube shaped, basic building blocks which are íntegrally 
and equally joined together at one each of their square 
boundary means, each of said cube shaped basic building 
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blocks having six equal square boundary means at right 
angles to each other with a square, cross sectioned, trun 
cated, frusto-pyramidalpassageway means extending from 
and having a larger opening means at a ?rst ione of said 
square boundary means, said passageway means extending 
to and having a smaller opening means at an opposite and 
second boundary means and with the central axis of said 
passageway means being perpendicular to and passing 
through the centers of said ?rst and second 'boundary 
means, said block having a square, tapered protruding ex 
tension means on said second boundary means with a 
square cross sectioned, truncated frusto-pyramidal pas 
sageway means which is a continuation of and aligned 
with said ?rst named truncated passageway means at said 
smaller opening, said 'protruding extension means having 
outer walls which form a square, truncated, frusto 
pyramidal construction which ?ts snugly and tightly in 
the frusto-pyramidal `larger opening means of the ?rst 
boundary means of an aligned similar block, and in which 
each of said two cube shaped basic building blocks are 
integrally and equallyjoined together at one each of their 
Square boundary means, said rectangular block having 
two of said frusto-pyramidal passageway means and two 
extension -means and in which ?ve of its rectangular 
boundary means are forrned by a main hollow shell con 
struction which also forms said two frusto-pyramidal pas 
sageway means, and' said second `boundary means is 
formed by a cap shell which also forms two extension 
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means, said cap shell being secured to the edges of said 
boundary rectangular means and said two frusto-pyram 
idal passageway means, and said main shell construction 
contains reinforcing material. ' 

5. A block construction according to claim 4 in which 
said reinforcing material is foamed material. 
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